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COV E R PH OTO: O D F W Seve n de cades af te r O re g o n’s l ast wil d wo lf was sil e nce d, O re g o n’s
f irst co ll are d wo lf ( picture d) was do cum e nte d, put ting into moti o n o ne of our state's gre atest
co nse r vati o n success sto ri es. N ow howls have returne d to O re g o n’s fo rests, fro m the Eagl e
Cap to Crater Lake, as these native predators reestablish their place on the landscape.
E c o l o g i c a l h a p p i l y - e v e r - a f t e r, h o w e v e r, r e m a i n s t o b e s e e n .

From the Director’s Desk

Oregon. We love dreamers?
Sean Stevens, Executive Director

and forest lands with two
consequential decisions.

B

y now, Oregonians are
familiar with the latest
campaign from our state’s travel
commission – the Seven Wonders of
Oregon. But long before Travel
Oregon discovered the allure of
our state’s public lands, they ran a
snazzy tourism branding effort
with the tagline: Oregon. We love
dreamers.
I remember really appreciating
this slogan when it launched in
2004; it spoke to my own sense of
pride in my home state. “We’re
idealistic – we do things
differently,” I thought.
Fast forward ten years and it’s
abundantly clear that Oregon’s
politicians, wildlife managers, and
forest officials didn’t get the memo
about big dreams and visionary
thinking.
Last month, two state regulatory
bodies appointed by the Governor
showed an astounding lack of
vision in how we manage wildlife

First to fall short was the Board of
Forestry with their vote on
protections for streamside forests
critical to clean water and wild
salmon. After years of debate,
undeniable scientific consensus
that Oregon’s logging rules violate
the law, and numerous delays from
the logging industry, the board
finally voted to adopt increased
buffers for streamside logging.
The problem? Experts say the rules
are below the bare minimum needed
to be in compliance with the law.
Worse yet, the new rule contains
huge loopholes and completely
omits the southwest corner of the
state!
The second big fail came from the
Oregon Fish and Wildlife
Commission with the longawaited vote on removing gray
wolves from the state endangered
species list. Despite overwhelming
public support for continued
protections for wolves and more
than enough scientific criticism to
cast doubt on ODFW’s staff

opinion and recommendation for
delisting, the commission voted to
remove endangered species
protections for Oregon’s 81
wolves.
After being eradicated seven
decades ago, wolves have only
been back on the scene for seven
short years, yet our state’s wildlife
managers declared “mission
accomplished” on wolf recovery.

new campaigns, and doubling
down on our efforts to see more of
Oregon’s special places and unique
wildlife protected.

Wild, with your support fueling
our passion, has never been the
kind of organization to turn away
from a big challenge. Thank you.

In these frustrating times, it is all
too easy to throw up our hands
and turn away from problems that
seem intractable. But Oregon

Combine our lax logging rules
with our lame approach to
endangered species recovery, then
add in our measly 4% of Oregon
land protected as Wilderness, our
efforts to sell off the Elliott State
Forest to the highest bidder, and
our push to undo key elements of
the Northwest Forest Plan, and
you get a new slogan for Oregon:
Oregon. We love the bare
minimum.
To say that Oregon’s wildlands,
wildlife, and waters are at a crisis
point is not hyperbole. But thanks
to your support, Oregon Wild is
responding. We’re adding staff
capacity (see page 15), taking on
3
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Return of the wild – wolves come home to the Oregon Cascades
Steve Pedery, Conservation Director

Now, after more than 70 years of
absence, add another uniquely
Oregon experience to that list – the
sound of a wolf howl echoing
through an old-growth forest.
As recently as a decade ago, the idea
that wild wolves could once again
roam the forests of Mount Hood,
Mount Jefferson, or Crater Lake
seemed hopelessly far-fetched. Some
argued that even if the animals
eventually returned to the northeast
corner of the state, it would be
impossible for them to cross the
hundreds of miles of desert,
agricultural lands, and highways
necessary to reach the Cascades.

O DF W As wolves were f irst regaining their foothold on the landscape, Oregon Wild
and our suppor ters took a stand for science-based management so that this Wenaha
Pack pup and others had a chance to thrive. We’ll continue to f ight for the best
science-based decisions for wolves across Oregon, for the sake of future wolves
and humans alike.

A

fall hike in the Oregon
Cascades can cause sensory
overload. The smell of the forest after
the rains have returned, the
spectacular reds and yellows of alder
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and maple leaves, and the chance to
see wild salmon returning to their
birth streams are all treasured
Oregon experiences.

But wolves are smart and tenacious
survivors. The story of how this
iconic animal – a powerful symbol of
freedom and American wilderness –
returned to the Cascades is a tribute
both to the resilience of nature, and
the hard work of conservation
advocates. But the story is far from
over.

Silent wilderness
The last recorded bounty for the
killing of a wolf in Oregon was paid
out in 1947 to a hunter who shot the
last wild Canis lupus in Oregon
4

somewhere near the Rogue-Umpqua
Divide.
Oregon declared an all-out war on
wolves a century earlier, employing
bullets, hunting dogs, steel traps, neck
snares, and a multitude of poisons in
a campaign of eradication. At the
heart of this war: a desire to eliminate
any possible threat to sheep and cattle
in the state, and in the Cascade
Mountains in particular.
Today, it’s hard to imagine millions of
sheep denuding the slopes of Mount
Hood or the rim of Crater Lake. In
the 1880s and 1890s, however, the
devastation wrought by livestock
grazing was the prime motivation for
early conservationists like Judge John
B. Waldo and William Gladstone
Steele. Their advocacy for Crater
Lake National Park and the creation
of Oregon’s National Forests was
largely driven by outrage over the
destruction wrought by sheep and
cattle.
Grazing stripped meadows of
vegetation, caused serious soil erosion,
and devoured habitat needed by native
species like deer and elk. In 1910 the
Oregon Fish and Game Commission
imposed a total ban on elk hunting
because of the collapse of native herds.

Livestock operations intentionally set
forest fires to clear land – significant
portions within the modern day
boundary of the Mount Hood
National Forest was deliberately
burned in the early 1900s. As
livestock invaded the forests of the
Cascades, conflict with wolves and
other native carnivores was inevitable.
Thus began Oregon’s war on wolves
– an intense eradication campaign
that was waged with public money.
As early as 1843, state and federal
politicians offered state bounties for
the skins of gray wolves. By 1913,
hunters and trappers could collect a
$5 state bounty and an Oregon State
Game Commission bounty of $20.
Adjusted for inflation, that is
equivalent to $570 today.

Return of the wild
A flurry of credible sightings in 2006
led Oregon Wild and other
conservation groups to believe there
could be a small number of wild
wolves living in and around the
Eagle Cap Wilderness. Then in
2007, a young female gray wolf
dubbed B300 by biologists (and
Sophie by Oregon Wild members)
swam the Snake River, shook her
coat dry, and set out to make a home

in northeast Oregon. By 2008, she
had found a mate – a large, black
wolf biologists would later call OR-4,
as the 4th wolf in Oregon to be fitted
with a radio collar. Together they
founded the Imnaha Pack, and raised
the first known litter of wolf pups
born in Oregon in more than 70 years.

Sophie and OR-4 are central to the
story of wolf recovery in our state.
The founders of our first pack, they
were so successful that their offspring
now lead other wolf packs
throughout the region.
The Imnaha Pack has also been
central in the growth of modern wolf

T H E N & N O W: h o w t i m e s h a v e c h a n g e d ? ( TO P ) N AT I O N A L PA R K S E R V I C E
Government-paid trapper Roy McBride poses with skins of wolves killed
o u t s i d e Ye l l o w s t o n e i n 1 9 0 2 . ( B O T T O M ) B e f o r e a n t i - w o l f i n t e r e s t s h i r e d a P R
f irm – poste d to the “ Spo r tsm e n Ag ainst Wo l ves” Face bo o k pag e in 2013.

management in Oregon. While the
Oregon public celebrated the success
of these wolves, the Oregon
Cattlemen’s Association repeatedly
called for killing some or all of the
pack in response to livestock conflicts.
In 2011 – the same year OR-7,
named “Journey” by children in an
Oregon Wild naming contest, left
the pack – the Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife bowed to
livestock industry demands and
issued kill orders for several Imnaha
Pack members. Oregon Wild,
together with partner organizations,
took the agency to court.
That legal battle ultimately resulted
in a landmark 2013 settlement,
requiring ODFW and livestock
operations to adopt preventative,
non-lethal efforts to deter wolflivestock conflicts rather than simply
killing wolves as revenge. It was
heralded as a model for the rest of
the country, and over the next several
years went on to reduce livestock
losses even as wolf numbers
increased. But perhaps the most
lasting legacy of the settlement was
the reprieve it granted to the Imnaha
Pack – and the return of Canis lupus
to the Oregon Cascades.

Meet the new neighbors
Today, the Cascades are home to one
known wolf pack, as well as several
other potential breeding pairs and
lone wolves.
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Howls at Crater Lake
Bridget Callahan, Wilderness Campaign Coordinator

J O N AT H A N J E L E N

To celebrate the first established pack of wolves in western
Oregon in nearly 70 years, Oregon Wild hosted the first-ever
Crater Lake Wolf Rendezvous in September. This trip brought
together two of Oregon Wild’s biggest campaigns, wolf recovery
and Crater Lake Wilderness, highlighting the need for protecting
public lands for meaningful wolf recovery.
Camping next to the beautiful Rogue River, we spent our days
meeting with wildlife biologists from USFWS and Crater Lake
National Park. We followed in the footsteps of OR-7 and his
family, encountering both wolf scat and recent tracks. Around the
campfire, we shared stories and talked about our role in gray wolf
recovery.
There’s a reason why the Crater Lake region is home to so many
endangered or threatened species – this landscape offers some
of the best quality habitat left in the state. From the Oregon
spotted frog to sandhill cranes, the elusive Pacific fisher or the
gray wolf, these species rely on these forests to survive.
As we fight for science-backed wildlife policies in Salem, we will
continue to fight for expanding protection of federal wildlands
around Oregon. The true success story of any species depends
on both.
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Poached but not forgotten
When the Oregon
Fish and Wildlife
Commission voted
in November to
remove wolves
from the state
endangered
species list, they
quickly pointed
out that killing
wolves would
remain illegal in
most circumstances, going so far as to recommend increased
punishments for future poaching incidents.
ODF W OR-21

Yet our state’s track record for wolf poaching is pretty dismal.
Two of the first four wolves to return to Oregon were illegally
shot. In 2010, a collared Wenaha pack wolf was shot and
killed. The $10,000 reward for information leading to the arrest
of his killer remains unclaimed.
Just this August, an Oregon State Police trooper found the
Sled Springs wolf pair dead 50 yards apart from each other.
The pair included OR-21 (pictured here), a collared female
originally from the Wenaha Pack. The pups the pair was
raising since the spring are unlikely to survive without the
adults. Oregon State Police have since suspended investigation
into foul play, stating not enough evidence existed to determine
the cause of death.
In October, a man hunting coyotes shot and killed OR-22, a
collared gray male wolf dispersed from the Umatilla River Pack.
After the man reported the incident to authorities, the Harney
County district attorney’s office filed charges for taking the life
of a threatened or endangered species. If convicted, he could
face a year in jail and a fine of $6,250.
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The Rogue Pack – OR-7 ( Journey),
Oregon’s famous wandering wolf,
covered thousands of miles of desert,
forests, and mountains in search of a
mate. He ventured as far south as
Mount Lassen National Park in
California before returning north to
Oregon in 2013. In 2014, biologists
made an astonishing discovery:
OR-7 and a black female wolf had
formed a pack. Dubbed the Rogue
Pack, they are believed to have
produced three pups in 2014, with
more born in 2015.
The Keno Pair – In 2014, biologists
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service documented a wolf
inhabiting the rugged region east of
Ashland along the California border.
In 2015, evidence of a second wolf in
the area was found. It is not yet
known if they are a breeding pair, or
just two wolves who have shared the
same territory.

confirmed wolf tracks in the snow
near White River on the eastern
slope of Mount Hood. Over the next
several years, additional credible
sightings of wolves and tracks were
reported in the Mount Hood
National Forest. It is unknown
whether these wolves were putting
down roots or just passing through.

Shasta Pack – Though not in
Oregon, these wolves also deserve a
special mention as the first
confirmed pack in California since
1924. Named after the forestlands
near Mount Shasta, DNA analysis of
scat shows that the alpha female of
this family also traces her roots back
to the Imnaha Pack.

OR-25 – Though not in the
Cascades, OR-25 deserves a mention
as the first wolf to reclaim old
territory in the eastern part of the
Klamath Basin. Another offspring of
the Imnaha Pack, he was first
observed on Winema National
Forest lands north of Klamath Falls
in June 2015.

An uncertain future

OR-3 – This large, black wolf may
have traveled on an odyssey every bit
as impressive as OR-7. Born in the
Imnaha Pack’s first litter of pups in
2008, he dispersed from the pack in
2011. OR-3 was recorded in the
Ochoco Mountains in September of
2011, but biologists soon lost track
of him. He was feared dead until his
collar’s signal was discovered again in
2015, in the wild country north of
Crater Lake.
Mount Hood wolves – In
December 2013, biologists
6

ODF W OR-25

Wolves returning to the Oregon
Cascades may be the greatest
conservation success story in Oregon
history, yet the future remains
uncertain.
The lineage of the Cascade wolves
makes it clear that without the

Imnaha Pack, there would have been
no recovery. And without the
protections afforded by the Oregon
Endangered Species Act (ESA) and
the science-based management plan
it required, there would have been no
Imnaha Pack.
Unfortunately, ODFW moved into a
new stage of wolf management
earlier this year (they call it “Phase
II”), removing the mandatory
requirements for non-lethal,
preventative measures to reduce
conflict between wolves and
livestock. They also moved to strip
wolves of state Endangered Species
Act protection, arguing that a
population of 81 constituted

“recovery.” On November 9th, the
Oregon Fish and Wildlife
Commission adopted the ODFW
staff recommendation and stripped
wolves of their ESA protection.
ODFW’s actions send a troubling
signal. According to biologists,
Oregon’s available habitat can
support as many as 1,400 wolves.
Much of that habitat is in the
Cascades, where less than a dozen
known wolves currently roam. But
without strong legal protections and
a conservation-based management
plan in place, wolf recovery in the
Cascades could be stopped before it
ever really begins.

The good news is that wolves are
smart, tenacious survivors. The better
news is they also have smart and
tenacious human defenders (see
below). Oregon Wild is already
reviewing the decision to strip state
ESA protection, which appears to
violate state law on several counts. In
the months to come we will fight
hard – in the legislature, the courts,
and in the court of public opinion
– to ensure these animals continue to
reclaim their old home in the
Cascades, so that the howl of the
wolf can once again be heard
echoing through the old-growth.

O D F W I f n o t f o r O R - 4, a n d t h e d e d i c a t e d a c t i v i s t s t h a t h a v e
wo rke d to prote ct him, O re g o n’s wo lf sto ry mi ght have take n
a vastly different path. We must continue to f ight for this
i c o n i c a n d i m p a c t f u l s p e c i e s a s w e e n t e r t h e n e x t c h a p t e r.

Defying science, law, and the public
Jonathan Jelen, Development Director
Bright orange t-shirts filled the room
for nearly eleven hours, as activists
donned their colorful and unified
message to “Protect Oregon’s
Wolves” at the ODFW Commission
hearing on November 9.
After months of public hearings, the
ODFW Commission was deciding
whether Oregon’s 81 wolves
deserved protections under the
Oregon Endangered Species Act.
Despite considerable criticism from
independent scientists, a litany of

questions regarding the agency’s
process, and overwhelming public
support for maintaining protections (over
96% of the thousands of public
comments submitted), the Commission
voted 4-2 to remove gray wolves from
Oregon’s endangered species list.
While certainly a blow for our fledgling
population of 81 gray wolves, and
ODFW’s credibility, the decision is not
the end of the struggle. Oregon Wild is
looking both back at the flawed process
that led up to this vote, and forward to
the upcoming revision of Oregon’s Wolf

Plan for opportunities to continue the
fight.
Oregon’s wolves, and all Oregonians
who treasure wildlife and wild places,
owe a debt to the everyday citizens
who poured hundreds of volunteer
hours to speak out on behalf of wolf
recovery over the last year. While this
vote didn’t reward those efforts, their
hard work and dedication is an
inspiration to us here at Oregon Wild to
continue fighting to protect the wildlands,
wildlife, and waters that make our state
a special place.

N ICK CADY Orange is the new gray.
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America’s worst idea – the great public land grab
Arran Robertson, Communications Coordinator

O

n any given day across the country,
hundreds of thousands of people are out
enjoying our national public lands. These
mountains, forests, deserts, and waterways
belong to all of us, and provide us with myriad
benefits, from recreation and clean drinking
water, to wildlife habitat and combating
climate change. These lands are incredibly
important to the health of our environment
and communities.

of a resolution backing a public lands transfer.
Even presidential nominees like Senators Rand
Paul and Ted Cruz have expressed a keen
interest in disposing of national public lands,
with the ultimate goal of increased, reckless
exploitation.

Unfortunately, a concerted effort is underway
to steal these public lands away from the
American people. Funded by polluting
industries like coal and logging, politicians
have rallied around a plan to transfer
ownership of millions of acres all across the
country to the states in which they reside,
despite numerous studies concluding that
states do not have the resources to successfully
protect and manage these lands. The end result?
States would be forced to auction them off to
private interests. For supporters of a federal
lands transfer, that is exactly the idea – more
unsustainable logging, grazing, and energy
development, and locking the American public
out.
The attack is mounting in counties and states
across the country, all the way to the U.S.
Senate, which this year narrowly voted in favor

N ACH I K E T R A J D E R K A R Let’s ke e p public l ands in public hands.
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The lands transfer movement threatens President
Te d d y R o o s e v e l t ’s l e g a c y b y a u c t i o n i n g o f f t h e
public lands he sought to protect to the very
interests he was protecting them from.

charge. We cannot let industries and
politicians steal our wild places, our
watersheds, or our livelihood. The best idea,
and the only solution, is to keep our public
lands in public hands.

whose transfer plan is
widely regarded as
unconstitutional.
To witness the
dangers of state land
management, look no
further than the
Elliott State Forest.
Spanning 93,000
acres in Oregon’s
Coast Range, the
Elliott has some of
the last remaining
significant oldgrowth stands on
state-owned lands.
P r e s i d e n t i a l h o p e f u l s R a n d P a u l a n d Te d C r u z h a v e
Home to endangered
b o t h v o i c e d t h e i r s u p p o r t f o r p u b l i c l a n d s t r a n s f e r.
Te d d y w o u l d N OT a p p r o v e [ A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S ] .
species like spotted
owl and marbled
murrelet, it provides
Many would like to think Oregon stands
valuable elk habitat and the spawning
apart as a better, more responsible steward,
grounds for nearly a third of Oregon’s
but the reality is quite the opposite. A drive
Coastal Coho salmon.
through the Coast Range exposes exactly
how our state manages state and private
It’s also for sale by the State of Oregon.
lands, and few want to see these clearcutting
Led by Governor Kate Brown, the State
practices replicated on the slopes of Mount
Land Board argues that there aren’t resources
Hood or in the wildlands surrounding Crater
to manage the Elliott for anything other than
Lake
clearcut logging – which isn’t allowed because
In the Oregon Legislature, three bills were
of endangered species protections. They claim
introduced in the 2015 session with the aim
their only choice is to sell it off.
to seize National Forests, Parks, and
This story would become all too common in
Wilderness areas. Many counties have voiced
states across the country if the lands transfer
their support for similar plans, with Wallowa
scheme were to succeed. So we must fight
and Klamath Counties both spending
back, and Oregon Wild and other
taxpayer dollars on a Utah-based lobbyist
conservation organizations are leading the

Take Action!
Join the fight for our public lands here at
home. Tune in to www.oregonwild.org to
find out how to get involved. To view a
report on these issues, visit tinyurl.com/
goingtoextremes

State off icials are considering plans to privatize the Elliott State
Forest – home to endangered f ish and wildlife. Clockwise from top
r i g h t : F R A N C I S E AT H E R I N GTO N E l l i o t t S t a t e F o r e s t ; U S F W S J u v e n i l e
murrelet; ODF W Wild Coho; USF WS Northern spotted owls.
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The wild called…and you answered!
Jonathan Jelen, Development Director

KELLI PEN N I N GTO N

T

hanks so much to everyone who came
out to make this year’s Call of the
Wild benefit our biggest and best annual
event yet! Over 400 supporters of Oregon’s
wildlands, wildlife, and waters packed the
Leftbank Annex in Portland and helped us
raise over $54,000 to support our
conservation work.
That’s 54,000 more dollars to help us protect
Crater Lake as Wilderness, safeguard
Oregon’s fledgling wolf population, keep
old-growth forests standing, and ensure that
future generations of humans and wildlife
have a place they can be proud to call home.
Winter 2016 Volume 43, Number 1

For this camp-inspired event, we brought the
wild outside, well, in. Guests were greeted by
a wall showcasing the eleven finalists of our
11th Annual Outdoor Photo Contest –
incredible images of Oregon’s wild
landscapes. We had dozens of trees, shrubs,
and plants, tents, a fire pit, a friendly bear,
and possibly the most flannel ever witnessed
in a single room! And with an auction
featuring rafting and fishing trips, African
safaris, outdoor gear, and a portable hot tub,
as well as live music, an Oregon Brewshed®
Alliance ring toss, and more, the night was
full of festivities.
We’re already making plans for next
year’s Call of the Wild event. So hold Friday,
October 14, and start telling your friends to
meet you at the Fire Ring in 2016!

OUTDOOR PHOTO CONTEST WINNERS

This event was also made possible thanks to
all of our wonderful Oregon Wild volunteers
who generously gave their time to ensure that
the event went off without a hitch. It was no
simple feat…

clockwise from top left: ENDANGERED PLACES Coos Bay by Gerard Smith – WILDLIFE Blue Mountains Gray Owl
by Scott Carpenter – WATERS Proxy Falls by Terrence Lee – WILDLANDS Crater Lake by TJ Thorne

Thanks to our event sponsors, all of the goods
and services donated allowed us to put the
money we raised directly towards our work
protecting Oregon’s special places. We’re
incredibly grateful for all of our business, tent,
food, beverage, and auction sponsors –
especially to Elemental Energy and Trailhead
Credit Union for their generous support.
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Winter Walkabouts
Marielle Cowdin, Outreach & Marketing Coordinator
“Today for show and tell I’ve brought a tiny marvel of
nature: a single snowflake. I think we might all learn a
lesson from how this utterly unique and exquisite crystal…
turns into an ordinary boring molecule of water…”
– Calvin, Calvin and Hobbes
Rain is great, but the Great
Calvin was right – crystalized
water is something special,
and it’s even better in bulk.
After the alarming dry last
winter, we’ve got all our
fingers and limbs crossed for
a hearty season of the white,
fluffy stuff.

AMBER COLLETT

Life is best outdoors here in Oregon, no matter the weather. And
winter adventures in particular offer something wholly unique.
When snow falls, the wild takes on an atmosphere few
experience – a deep-rooted and profound stillness. Seasoned
backcountry snowshoe and ski enthusiasts know this well, but if
you’re new to winter exploring, join us and discover a whole new
wild world!
All our hikes are easy enough for beginners and led by those who
know our public lands best. Whatever turns this winter takes,
we’ll get you outdoors to see all that Oregon has to offer – from
mountain vistas to secret forests and everything in between.
To sign up or learn more, check out:
www.oregonwild.org/explore-oregon
Happy trails!
PROTECTED
WILDERNESS

PROPOSED REC/
WILDERNESS AREA

DRINKING
WATERSHED

WILDLIFE

K E L LY M O R G A N

Saturday, January 16
Diamond Creek Falls (EUG)
Easy
Shed the winter blahs as Western
Oregon Field Coordinator Chandra
LeGue leads a short trip to two
frozen waterfalls near Willamette
Pass.
Saturday, January 16
Walton Lake Snowshoe
(BEND) Easy-Moderate
Come out to the Ochocos to see the
exceptionally orange Ponderosa
pines under a snowy backdrop.
Friday, January 29
Todd Lake Cross-Country
Ski (BEND) Moderate
A beautiful ski trip to a high
Cascades lake encircled by alpine
meadows and fir forests, dominated
by spectacular views of Broken Top
and Mount Bachelor.
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Saturday, January 30
Twin Lakes Snowshoe (PDX)
Moderate
Enjoy the views and beat the crowds
on this leisurely snowshoe hike,
perfect for beginners and experts
alike.
Sunday, January 31
Marilyn Lakes Snowshoe
(EUG) Moderate
Slide past frozen lakes and through
snowy forests in the Maiden Peak
Roadless Area for a view of
Diamond Peak.
Saturday, February 6
Salmon River Meadows
(PDX) Easy/Moderate
Search for signs of abundant wildlife
amidst the last remaining lowelevation meadow habitat in the
Mount Hood area.

Friday, February 12
Lost Creek Snowshoe (PDX)
Easy
Traverse a mossy Tolkienesque
valley on your way to old-growth
forests recently targeted for logging
on the western flanks of Mount
Hood.
Thursday, February 18
Walton Lake Cross-Country
Ski (BEND)
Easy/Moderate
Come out to the Ochocos to see the
exceptionally orange Ponderosa
pines under a snowy backdrop.
Saturday, February 27
Bandit Springs Cross-Country
Ski (BEND) Easy/Moderate
Experience the wild winter Ochocos
on skis – gently rolling terrain in big
old-growth ponderosa!
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Keeping it Wild: Volunteer of the Year
thrilled to honor one such person as
our 2015 Volunteer of the Year: Brett
Warnock. Thank you, Brett, for your
time, passion, and resolve in the fight
for Oregon’s wildlands and wildlife,
in particular through Oregon Wild’s
Wild Ones program.
OW: How did you first learn about
Oregon Wild?
BRETT: I learned about Oregon Wild

at Next Adventure – I discovered the
newsletter [there]. I’m a design nerd
and it’s a really tight publication – it
looks good, it’s well written, and it
spoke right to me.

N A M E: B R E T T WA R N O C K
L I V ES I N : P O R T L A N D, O R
MEMBER SINCE: DECEMBER 2014
PH OTO BY SARAH CO LLI NS

E

nvironmental volunteerism
usually conjures up images of
trail building, tree planting, or trash
removal. While this work has
immense value, Oregon Wild
volunteers put “boots-on-the-
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What inspired you to get more
involved?

ground” to advocate for even more
impactful, long-term environmental
change. To be an Oregon Wild
volunteer is more than simply giving
one’s time; an Oregon Wild
volunteer is an activist. We are

I had a publishing company for
twenty years (comic books) and my
business partner and I sold it last
December. When I left the industry,
I suddenly had the time to get
outside. I remember back in college,
I really had that “I’ve got to save the
world” mentality, cause sh*t was
hitting the fan. Always in the back of
my brain, volunteering was
something I wanted to do; I just
never knew how to go about doing it.
So I became a member [of Oregon
Wild], got on the mailing list, and
then saw the call for Wild Ones
12

training sessions. The timing was
perfect – I was so excited.

What have you seen as the biggest
challenges in this work?

Was it the wildlife and wolf work in
particular that spoke to you?

Civic engagement and educating the
public. With the wolves issue – so
many people don’t know that we
even have wolves, let alone the
dilemma happening with delisting.

My heart is with all of it. I love your
mission statement – wildlife and
wilderness are hugely important. But
what I really love about the Wild
Ones is that it’s actually activist
training, and that was completely
new to me. Just a few days ago (Nov
9), I testified in front of the ODFW
commission for the second time. It’s
all thanks to Oregon Wild staff –
Quinn Read and Stephanie Taylor.
Once you started volunteering, what
caused you to dig in and engage at a
deeper level?

When I’m motivated to do
something, I become a student of it
and dive in deep. But moreover, the
instrumental thing for me was how
empowering it was. Many people
don’t realize that they too can go and
meet their legislators. It’s really that
simple. That first Wildlife Lobby
Day – wow that was eye-opening. I
remember Diane Rosenbaum, my
state senator at the time, said right to
my face, “You coming here and
talking to me is more powerful than
all the lobbyists combined today.”

What’s given you the greatest
satisfaction in your work with Oregon
Wild?

The empowerment of being able to
speak for the cause – not in an
egotistical way, but in a ‘hey, I can
matter’ way. It’s huge. I’m almost
waiting for when I can testify again.
There’s nothing I’m more into right
now than our state, our environment,
our region, and it seems like Rome is
burning, so what can I do to ease the
pain a bit? Really, I haven’t been as
energized in many years. It’s been
great and what an honor it is.

Take Action!
Join Brett and the Oregon
Wild crew as a volunteer
and Wild Ones activist.
Visit www.oregonwild.org
to find out more.

[Clearcutting]…I’m baaack!
Doug Heiken, Conservation & Restoration Coordinator

old-growth pines on the eastside. Through
collaboration and public involvement, Oregon
Wild became a cautious champion of these
progressive forest policies.
Unfortunately, a renewed emphasis on logging
mature, virgin forests and “regeneration harvest”
(aka clearcutting) now threatens these successes.
This comes at a time when both BLM and the
Forest Service are considering amendments to
their land management plans. We fear the
agencies will stray from the successful path
they’ve been on, and that these controversial,
outdated logging practices will be given
renewed priority in these new plans. Red flags
have surfaced in current projects across the
state.

DOUG HEIKEN A public tour on the Sweet Home
District discussing whether to log native forest.

A

new wave of controversial timber sales is
sweeping our federal lands. Sharpening
their pens and their chainsaws, the Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management are
approving controversial timber sales we hoped
were behind us. After more than a decade
focused on thinning small trees (the type of
logging Oregon Wild often supports), the
agencies are trying to log older forests and
increase clearcutting. Oregon Wild is fighting
back.
How did we get here? The timber wars of the
1980s and ’90s lead to the adoption of the
Northwest Forest Plan on the wet, west side of

the Cascades and to the “Eastside Screens” on
the dry, east side of the Cascades. These were
hard-fought forest policies intended to end the
liquidation of old-growth, modernize federal
forest practices, and begin the long process of
forest restoration and recovery.
The agencies made an initial push to weaken
these policies by removing key conservation
requirements, but successful litigation by
Oregon Wild and allied groups kept the new
forest plans mostly intact. At this point, the
agencies’ path to success required them to focus
on thinning dense young planted stands on the
westside, and “thin from below” to protect

On the westside, the Goose
Project near McKenzie
Bridge involves logging
hundreds of acres of roadless
areas, mature forests, and
streamside buffers. The Forest
Service rejected an
alternative that would have
focused on non-controversial
thinning of young stands in
this area. Oregon Wild is
working with Cascadia
Wildlands and Western
Environmental Law Center
to convince the Willamette
National Forest to reconsider.
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On the eastside, we’re seeing a push to amend
the Eastside Screens to allow removal of large
trees, and a push to increase the “pace and scale”
of logging. There’s nothing wrong with a big
project as long as the agency is doing good
restoration work. Unfortunately, these large
projects are often combined with plan
amendments that allow removal of large trees
across thousands of acres. Prime examples are
on the Fremont and Malheur National Forests.
With more eyes on the forest in eastern Oregon
than ever before, Oregon Wild is well
positioned to keep forest restoration and
protections on the right track on the dry side of
the Cascades.

F R A N C I S E AT H E R I N GTO N A n e w e r a o f c l e a r c u t t i n g o n
p u b l i c l a n d? Wa g o n R o a d Pi l ot Pro j e ct, Co o s B a y B L M .
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Fighting for Oregon’s forests
Chandra LeGue, Western Oregon Field Coordinator

I

n the Spring/Summer 2015 issue of this
newsletter, we wrote about the hold “King
Clearcut” has on our state and some of the
ways we are working to reform some of the
weakest logging rules in the West. While we
still have a long way to go to ensure clean
water, wildlife habitat, and rural residents are
given adequate protections under these rules, a
few recent developments offer steps in the
right direction:
Spray bill raised the bar: SB 613 was the aerial
pesticide spraying bill in the state legislature
last summer that would have added protective
buffers for streams and homes, required
notification of toxic sprays, and made spray
records available to the public. Though a
watered down version of this bill (backed by
the timber industry) was defeated, it garnered
huge public and media attention, honed
environmental champions Sen. Dembrow and
Rep. Lininger, and was the most significant
battle the logging lobby has fought in Salem in
decades. The fight isn’t over.
Reaching the public: Pacific Rivers’ powerful
new film Behind the Emerald Curtain started
making the rounds this fall – first with an
Oregon Wild-hosted film festival in Eugene,
and at a town hall meeting in Rockaway Beach,
put on by superstar local activists concerned
about their drinking water and community
health. More such events are in the works with
the added support of Oregon Wild’s new
campaign organizer (see page 15).

SHANNON BUTLER
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Dispelling myths: A new report by the Center
for Sustainable Economy helps counter the
claim that Oregon’s forest laws promote
“sustainable” logging. The report shows that
industrial logging has led to nearly 500,000
acres of deforestation in western Oregon since
2000. Check out the Oregon WildBlog for a
post dispelling even more industry-perpetuated
myths.
A step for stream buffers: After a protracted
process to address serious shortfalls in meeting
federal water standards for salmon on state and
private timber lands, the Oregon Board of
Forestry ruled in November to increase
streamside no-logging buffers. A great step, but
the buffers still fall short of what science
recommends.
Building the grassroots base: Oregon Wild
has hired a new grassroots organizer to help
train, organize, and empower rural residents
affected by clearcuts and toxic sprays, and to
coordinate amongst a coalition of conservation
groups also working to make essential reforms
that will benefit our waters, wildlife, and health
of our communities.
Take Action!
Join our Backyard Forests Action Group to
stay in the loop on this important issue at
tinyurl.com/forestactionlist or contact our
new Forest & Watersheds Campaign
Organizer (see page 15) to get more
involved.

firsthand the effects of industrial logging. You
may see Jason at community meetings all
across western Oregon – say hello in person or
send him an e-mail at jg@oregonwild.org.

INSIDE OREGON WILD
Our new board president and
newest board member
At our September
board/staff retreat,
the Oregon Wild
board elected a new
leader, voting Vik
Anantha into the
president’s seat. Vik
has been a member
of the Oregon Wild board since 2010 and had
an inspiring story to tell at the 2015 Call of the
Wild benefit: “I was born and brought up in a
city called Bangalore in the southwestern part
of India. My family never went hiking or
camping and I grew up not knowing the
wilderness or the outdoors. All that changed
when I moved to Oregon in the mid-90s for
grad school at Oregon State.” Read more
about Vik’s journey on the Oregon WildBlog.
Joining Vik on the
board as our newest
member is Mellie
Pullman. Mellie is a
professor of Supply
Chain Management
at Portland State
University where
she teaches and researches sustainable food
supply chain issues and runs the online
Business of Craft Brewing program. She splits
her time between Portland and eastern

In Portland this fall,
we welcomed our
new Membership &
Event Manager,
Shasta Zielke. After
several years on the
development and
membership team at
Oregon Public Broadcasting, Shasta will now
be spearheading efforts to steward and grow
the Oregon Wild support base. So, if you’ve
been a member for decades or just a few years
(or if you know someone who should be a
member) give Shasta a welcome at sz@
oregonwild.org.

Oregon, a location that allows her to
experience the issues and conflicts around
wildlife and biodiversity firsthand. Welcome
Mellie!

Fall migration for Oregon Wild staff
In October, we were
bummed to learn
that Wildlife
Coordinator Quinn
Read was leaving
Oregon Wild. The
news wasn’t all bad
as Quinn will still
be working on wildlife issues in Oregon in her
new role at Defenders of Wildlife. We’re sad
to see Quinn go but excited to continue to
work alongside her as she takes on new
challenges.

On a final note, you
probably caught her
name in the last
newsletter issue, but
we never formally
introduced her!
Sarah Cuddy joined
the Oregon Wild
team in April at our Bend office and has been
building a wave of support for protecting the
wild character of central Oregon’s gem – the
Ochoco Mountains. If you’re down on
Division Street in Bend and want a good view
overlooking the Deschutes River and an
update on our campaign to protect places like
Lookout Mountain, stop in and say hello to
Sarah and the gang (sc@oregonwild.org).

As we bid farewell
to Quinn, we also
welcome talented
new staff to the
Oregon Wild team.
Joining us to help
galvanize
community support
for reforming Oregon’s antiquated logging
laws is Jason Gonzales. Working out of our
Eugene office and coming to Oregon Wild
with years of grassroots experience, Jason lives
in the central Coast Range where he feels

GARY G MILLER
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GIVE THE GIFT OF THE WILD
With all the hubbub of the holiday shopping season, it’s
easy to get forget the things that matter most.

Here at Oregon Wild, protected
Wilderness areas, a healthy
population of gray wolves,
and pristine rivers and
streams are all atop our
wish list.

Printed on recycled paper with vegetable-based ink.

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

5825 N. Greeley Ave.
Portland, OR 97217

So if you’re looking for the perfect
gift for someone who wants to
explore the incredible wildlands of
Oregon, have the chance to hear a
wolf howl while sitting around a
campfire, or embrace an old-growth tree,
consider giving the gift of the wild with an
Oregon Wild gift membership.

You see, some gifts are just
too big, too wild, and too
awe-inspiring to cover in
wrapping paper.
So with each gift membership,
we’ll send the recipient a
photo of your choosing from
among our winners of the 11th
Annual Outdoor Photo Contest.
For more information, please

oregonwild.org/
giftmembership
go to:

(O R I GI N AL) PH OTOS BY LEO N WER DI N GER AN D R H E T T WI LKI NS

If you know friends or family
who aren’t yet OREGON WILD
members, please spread the
word about the Willamette
Week’s 2015 Give!Guide. Give
to Oregon Wild via Give!Guide
through December 31st, receive
great incentives from local
Oregon businesses. And most
importantly, all gifts help to
advance our conservation work!
To donate through the
Give!Guide, please visit:

www.giveguide.org

